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 programmes   xvi, 104
 trends   26
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 management   110, 112, 115
 morbidity and mortality   44, 45
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 effect of skilled attendance   10, 88
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 training   72, 133
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 access to care   132
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 rights and entitlements   35
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neonatal care   xvi, 87, 88–89, 115
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neonatal mortality   xiv, xv, xix, xxii, 9–10, 15, 85, 88
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obstetric interventions, life-saving   27
 see also birth
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obstructed labour, as cause of maternal death   63, 64
oral rehydration therapy   xxii, 104, 108
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out of pocket payments see user fees
outreach services   112, 115
overmedicalization   48, 87, 93, 94
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 care   xv, xxi, 73–74
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 caused by health care costs   xiv, xviii, 28, 140
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 reason for exclusion   28–29
poverty reduction strategy   127, 128, 141
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 abuse during   47
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 complications   44, 45, 62
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 legal protection   52–53
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 parasuicide   65
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reproductive health
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reproductive tract infections   86
resource availability, lack of information   128
resuscitation skills   86, 87
reversals, in mortality rates   xiv, xv, xix, 11, 13, 16, 82, 83
rituals surrounding birth   69
rubella vaccination   80, 86
rubella virus infection   79–80
Rwanda   25, 87

S
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 health services/systems   xvi–xvii
 Integrated Management of Childhood Illness (IMCI)   112–119
 maternal, neonatal and child health   xvii, xxii, xxiii, 93–98, 
   114–119, 133, 137
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 see also infection
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sexual assault/coercion   49–50, 65, 85, 141
 see also violence
sexually transmitted infections   126
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 see also birth, skilled attendance; midwifery skills
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 see also exclusion
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socioeconomic development   84–85, 130
socioeconomic inequalities   25, 29–30
solid fuels, indoor air pollution   110
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 human resources crisis   33
 user fees eliminated   139
South America
 unsafe abortions   50
 see also Americas (Region of the); Latin America
South Korea, sex ratio   85
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 immunization coverage   26
 maternal deaths   62
 midwifery training   72
 skilled attendance at birth   92
 stillbirths and neonatal deaths   79, 82
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 skilled attendance at birth   92
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 financial coverage   140
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